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Released 04/28/17. Version: 5.014. Filesize: 3.38 GB. Author: FitGirl. Repacked, but MULTi13 patched:Yes, . The patch is based on the
iCode 5.009. I've just repacked the file and then patched the MULTi13 files. Yes, that's the process I've used for MULTi11, MULTi10 and

MULTi09. This will work for all MULTi13 files. Compatibility and Notes MULTi13 (and earlier) versions are compatible with new
MULTi05, as they use the same structure (difference is that the version and other fields are different). Q: AngularJS: calling callback from
factory I have a factory that takes in an array of html strings. It then goes through each string and displays the html in a ng-repeat. Now, I

want to call a callback function when the html is displayed. How can I call the callback function (success()) from within my factory?
.factory('MyService', ['$http', function($http) { var promise = $http.get("data.json"); var html = []; promise.then(function(data) {

$scope.html = data.msg; console.log("Success"); // I want to call the callback function here success(); }, function(data) { $scope.error =
data.error; }); return { html: html } }]); A: You can write the success function outside of the promise and reference it inside as a callback. I

was not sure what success was, so I just called a callback on success, but you can add whatever logic you want. var
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